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INTRODUCTION
The 2020-21 academic year was again a new experience for the
Writing Centre as it was for all of us at Emily Carr. As we settled into
online learning, there was constant work to be done in developing,
learning, and refining how to best serve students remotely. Our
staffing shifted dramatically as our Coordinator continued to lead the
Teaching and Learning Centre through the pandemic, our Writing
Specialist role transformed to a full time regular faculty position and
our tutor training process moved completely online. We also initiated
the search and hiring process for our new Learning Specialist position
and we initiated two new Faculty Writing Associates positions on a
course release basis for faculty.

help students stay connected with one another and find comfort in
shared experience as to foster academic growth.
Every struggle offers unforeseen opportunities, and we found
many this year. Our pivot to 100% online services forced us to
confront the discrepancy between how much we had invested in the
development of our in-person space versus our online presence.
So this COVID year provided the impetus we needed to invest
and build out our digital presence, both externally and internally.
Our website has become a dynamic, regularly updated source of
information about our people, events, resources and programs. We
developed a weekly Instagram plan that had tutors contributing
photos on various themes throughout the year; this, combined
with a popular “tutor takeover” of our Instagram stories made
our social media channel truly a two-way communication channel
with our users. Finally, to make up for the lost convenience of easy
hallway conversations between appointments, we created online
discussion channels using Slack that ended up being highly dynamic,

In many ways, 2020-21 was a successful year, in spite of obvious
challenges. We learned that even in an online only environment
our team could develop a strong sense of community and mutual
purpose. The Writing Centre was well positioned to diversify its
support having already been offering online services pre-pandemic.
Our faculty, tutors and staff continued to respond to the pandemic
learning conditions with innovative initiatives designed as much to
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VIRTUAL WORKSPACES (PHOTOS: ZOE, VANCE, HEATHER)

participatory and accessible—the energy that comes from having ten
people engaged in a spirited problem-solving conversation via Slack
was exhilarating.

To balance Zoom fatigue and the many hours we were spending on
screens, we also embraced some older, more tactile technologies
this year. Old-fashioned letter writing was a constant throughout
the year. Our Letter Writing Collective which typically runs events
2-3 times per academic year transformed into the weekly Letter
Writing Club where students who love letters could gather to write
and share letter-writing love. Over the holidays in December, we
ran a holiday pen pal program to help peer tutors stay connected
to one another over the break. We sent each tutor a package that
contained stamps, stationery, and the addresses of two of their
colleagues (in addition to some chocolate)—then in January we all
shared the letters we had received.

Like many, it took us a while to find our rhythm doing team meetings
virtually via Zoom, but after a couple of months, we found a way
that made us feel connected and enabled us to do our collaborative
work. We made liberal use of breakout rooms which facilitated
small group relationship building in ways that don’t always happen
with in-person meetings. We invited tutors to introduce Liberating
Structures exercises into our meeting discussions as a way to practice
discussion facilitation, and we all appreciated the changeup to our
regular discussion formats. We regularly used collaboration and
whiteboarding tools (Jamboard, Google Doc, Zoom Whiteboard,
Miro) that were particularly appealing to our visual community. And
every week we welcomed backchannel or less informal conversations
via the chat that infused a lot of humour and laughter into our
gatherings.

This was a year of adaptations and highlighting the importance of
connection and community-building in our work, which is a lesson
we will carry with us out of this pandemic.
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HIGHLIGHT S
Our Foundation Orientation event was well attended and
provided an exciting first point of contact to incoming foundation
students. The Foundation Anthology, “Points of Connection” was
completed and launched at an outdoor in-person event in the
fall: www.ecuad.ca/news/2020/points-of-connection-the-story-of-thefoundation-anthology-that-almost-wasnt
We added a new position to our student roles—a Foundation
Outreach Assistant who helped us to connect with and develop
programming for our Foundation cohort.
Our “Love, the Writing Centre” event took a new form this year.
We traditionally hold this event as an open house on campus.
Pandemic conditions meant that we couldn’t have an in-person
event, so we partnered with the Regional Assembly of Text to
create a valentine-themed “kit” that students could either pick
up or have mailed to them. We planned for about 60-70 kits, but
we had more than twice that response. In the end, we mailed out
40 kits and another 73 were picked up from the store.

FOUNDATION ANTHOLOGY TEAM (PHOTO: JACQUELINE)

Faculty Writing Associates
Our two new Faculty Writing Associate positions have been
exciting additions to the Writing Centre team and through them
we have been able to offer new programs and support.
Alla Gadassik worked with graduate students and faculty
members on proposal writing and is now translating that
experience into some resources to support professional proposal
writing more widely.
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In addition to her work on the On Edge Reading Series Mercedes
Eng offered drop-ins for BIPOC, neurodivergent and disabled
students every week throughout the Fall and Spring terms. She
has also been mentoring one of our student tutors in her work
with On Edge.

On Edge Reading Series
Mercedes, working in collaboration with Writing
Specialist Jacqueline Turner and one of our
undergraduate tutors, Vance Wright, put together
an exciting online reading series. The 2021 season
highlighted the work of BIPOC writers and marginalized
communities such as those involved in sex work,
and those at the intersections of race, mental illness,
disability, and queerness. The series showcased nine
poets who are doing the freshest, most interesting,
relevant work, and who are volunteers, literary award
winners, social justice organizers, prison abolitionists,
literary organizers, dancers, managing editors,
filmmakers, creative writing instructors, and scholars.

ALLA GADASSIK’S ANIMATION TALK (PHOTO: JACQUELINE)

We maintained the energy and
momentum among our team members
through weekly Zoom connections.
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OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

PROJECT MEETING VIA ZOOM
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SHARING ORGANIZATION TIPS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

•

Transformed our Writing Specialist role into a
permanent regular faculty position.

•

Initiated the hiring process for our new Learning
Specialist role.

•

Continued to offer online “written feedback”
(asynchronous) appointments available to all
students

•

Expanded online synchronous “chat”
appointments and support.

•

Continued to offer popular writing groups like
Wordsmiths and the Letter Writing Club online via
Zoom

•

Started an online pandemic book club which ran
throughout the summer

•

Started an online Study with Me group which ran
throughout the summer

•

Created a short video introduction to the Writing
Centre that could be shared with onlin

•

Continued to develop our new website for the
Writing Centre

•

Invested in, and enriched our social media presence

YEAR IN REVIEW

Online Appointments

1135 total appointments
754.5 hours of tutoring support
200 hours of group facilitation
188 new registrations

Online Chat

Written Feedback

Overall, our numbers remained surprisingly stable compared to 2019-20, in spite of the pandemic constraints.
Our number of total appointments was down only 1.4% from 2019-20, and our total booked hours was down
only 5.5% which seems somewhat miraculous. While our numbers are lower than in pre-pandemic years (down
about 20% compared to 2018-19), they have been much stronger than we expected (and much stronger than
many Writing Centres have reported anecdotally), especially when balanced with the growth in our non-tutoring
services (writing groups).
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WRI TING CENTRE USAGE

From July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021
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*** Drop-in appointments were not conducted during this year and graduate appointments were accomodated on the main schedule.
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USERS BY UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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GRADUATE S TUDENT S
We folded our separate graduate student schedule into our regular schedule
this academic year and continued to run the popular weekly Grad Student
Writing Group. We offered curricular support in a series of summer grad student
workshops in MDES and MFA Low Res classes, as well as providing targeted grad
student in-class workshops through the fall and spring semesters.

Number of Students
30
25

20

We had 76 appointments with graduate students in 2020-21, out of a total
number of 1135, representing just 6.7% of our total student appointments for
the year.
We continued to see low usage from students in the MDES program again this
year, which suggests that recent changes to that program may be a contributor.
We will be reach out to MDES faculty and Graduate Office staff to see if increased
outreach will improve usage.
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SURVEY DATA

RESULTS FROM POST-APPOINTMENT STUDENT SURVEY

“I got really good suggestions on my paper, very
detailed and precise, it was really helpful.”

“I found the feedback super helpful and I know
how I’m going to move forward now which is great
because I was really stuck for a long time :)”

“Jacqueline was excellent at being flexible and finding ways
to address various topics and solutions for my grad thesis.”
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“Jourdan’s feedback and
suggestions have helped
me a lot in completing this
assignment. Thank you :)”

“Vance really helped me sort
through my own ideas and
didn’t make me feel silly when
I brought up something that
I felt might be strange. They
are always a pleasure to talk
to and very encouraging!!”

“Jake not only helped with
my writing but also gave me
confidence with his positive
words! I got more confident
by Jake’s compliments and
encouragement!“

“I love the writing centre! Faolan was
super clear and helpful! She made
amazing suggestions.
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REFLECTION + LEARNING
2020-21 tested us in many ways, but periods of major change also
engender major learning.
Some of the things we learned this year:

Community
Our instincts to prioritize community-building and to foster
connections among students are the right ones. In a period of
uncertainty and stress, community and mutual dependence are what
carry us through. We learned that we were able to build and grow
community even in the online environment by observing, listening,
and responding to students’ needs during the pandemic.

REMOTE MEETINGS ON ZOOM (PHOTO: JACQUELINE)

Online Tutoring
We have historically offered online appointments to increase
accessibility, but the 2020-21 year helped us learn both the needs of
students in the online space and the training requirements for tutors
supporting students. This year, we learned that online feedback can
take different forms. We added more training for peer tutors to build
their capacity to provide written feedback.
We also learned that we don’t need to fear making a full range of
online appointment types available -- most students still prefer face
to face meetings, so making more types of appointments available
offers greater choice for those who prefer not to or cannot access
live or in-person appointments.
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Capacity Building + Professional Development
We expanded the range and depth of training for tutors to help
them navigate the different types of appointments the pandemic
required —online synchronous and written feedback. We all
learned lessons in developing our abilities to comment on writing
in various online forms.
Different types of programs and tasks in the Writing Centre
require differentiated training. We learned this year that many of
the strategies we use for real-time appointments (online or f2f) do
not work in asynchronous written feedback appointments, and so
we need differentiated training to prepare for tutoring in this way.
We continued to provide tutors with group facilitation skills, we
set up opportunities for tutors to practice group facilitation in our
weekly meetings.

Staffing
In spite of a global pandemic and our Coordinator’s secondment,
which reduced her presence in the Centre up to 80% for much
of 2020-21, the Writing Centre remained strong because our
newly permanent Writing Specialist and our part-time program
assistant were able to anchor the area. Strategic investments in
permanent staffing, we have learned this year, pay big dividends
in preserving uninterrupted support for students.
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SOCIAL MEDIA + ONLINE APPOINTMENTS TO CONNECT

GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR

As we consider the continuing effects of remote learning on our
practices, our goals for this year have shifted accordingly. We are now
focused on three main priorities:

Strengthening and expanding our community through
hiring, outreach and programming. We would like to
•

•

•

•
•
•

Staffing
•

continue the Foundation Outreach Assistant position for a Foundation
student to support our outreach with Foundation students and support
the development of the Foundation Anthology;
create opportunities for connection through multiple modes, including
online via Zoom (weekly writing groups), Instagram Live (special events
like valentine making), and in-person (Valentine-making kit pickup and/
or mailout);
continue facilitating and supporting Faculty Writing Associate roles to
broaden faculty understanding of our work, to offer different, targeted
supports to students, and to enrich our tutor professional development;
prioritize group facilitation skills in our tutor training to support the
increasing number of tutors overseeing groups;
continue the Faculty Writing Group which fell into a hiatus over the
second phase of the pandemic;
and continue to support faculty through alliances with the Teaching and
Learning Centre.

•
•

Invest in a Learning Specialist position to add learning
support, tutoring and mentorship into our peer tutoring
model.
Develop more differentiated student positions to support
our more diversified programming.
Develop student assistant positions to support our Faculty
Writing Associates and facilitate mentorship.

Further diversify our program development
through
•
•
•
•
•

capacity building for online appointment delivery (in
multiple forms);
expanding our social media presence and engagement;
partnering with large classes to offer targeted workshops;
investing in other models of writing and learning support
beyond 1:1 tutoring;
and leveraging the new Learning Specialist role to expand
our services and resources beyond writing.
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CONCLUSION
Our first full online academic year was tough—there’s
no getting around that. Like everyone, we struggled
with challenging health guidelines, new waves, and the
consequent anxiety and loneliness for many of our staff.
But our resilience in the face of all these unexpected and
unwelcome changes was inspiring. We perhaps did not
thrive this year, but we did more than survive. We learned,
we grew, we expanded our definition of what the Writing
Centre is and does. We are hopeful that next year will
allow a return to more normal, but we also know that we
can handle whatever comes our way. We might even be
better for it!
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